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ABSTRACT. H. G. Dales has proved in [1] that if A is a Banach function

algebra on a compact metrizable space X, then Sc¡(A,X) = T(A,X), where

So{A,X) is the set of peak points of A (w.r.t. X) and F(A,X) is the Shilov

boundary of A (w.r.t. X). Here, by considering the relation between peak sets

and peak points of a Banach function algebra A and its uniform closure A, we

present an elementary and constructive proof of the density of peak points in

the Shilov boundary.

Introduction. For the notations, definitions, elementary and known results,

one can refer to [2].

Let A be a compact Hausdorff space and let C(X) denote the space of all con-

tinuous complex valued functions on X. A function algebra on A is a subalgebra

of C(X) which contains the constants and separates the points of X. Now con-

sider a norm for the function algebra A on A such that ||/ • g\\ < ||/|| • [\g[\ for all

f,g G A. A complete normed function algebra on X is called a Banach function

algebra on X. If the norm of a Banach function algebra is the uniform norm on X,

i.e., if \\f\\x = snPxex \f(x)\, it is called a uniform algebra on X. If A is a function

algebra on X, then A, the uniform closure of A, is a uniform algebra on X.

If (A, || • ||) is a Banach function algebra on X, for every x G X the map <f>x : A —>

C, defined by <¡>x(f) — f(x), is a nonzero continuous complex homomorphism on

A and so <f>x G Ma, where Ma is the maximal ideal space of A. Clearly for every

feA,

||/||x = sup 1/(1)1 = sup \<¡>x(f)\ <   sup  \<¡>(f)\ < ll/ll.
xex xex <t>eMA

Let A be a function algebra on X. A closed subset F of A is called a peak set

of A (w.r.t. X) if there exists a function f G A such that / = 1 on P and |/| < 1

on X \ P. If P = {p}, then p is called a peak point of A (w.r.t. X) and the set of

all peak points of A (w.r.t. A) is denoted by Sq(A,X). A subset E of X is called

a boundary for A (w.r.t. X) if every function f G A attains its maximum modulus

on E. Evidently every boundary must contain Sq(A,X). The Shilov boundary of

A (w.r.t. X) is the smallest closed boundary of A (w.r.t. X) and it is denoted by

T(A,X). It is well known that the Shilov boundary for function algebras exists and

it is in fact the intersection of all closed boundaries.

A local characterization of the points of T(A,X) is clear: A point x e X is in

T(A,X) if and only if for any neighbourhood Nx of x there exists f G A such that
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the set on which / attains its maximum modulus is contained in Nx, or, in other

words, there exists a peak set F of A such that P Ç Nx.

It is a well-known theorem of Bishop that for a uniform algebra A on a compact

metrizable space X every peak set of A contains a peak point of A and so the set

of peak points of A is a boundary and therefore is dense in the Shilov boundary of

A, i.e., S0(A,X) = T(A,X).

H. G. Dales has extended this result in [1] to any Banach function algebra A on

a compact metrizable space X. Now we give another proof of the density of peak

points in the Shilov boundary of a Banach function algebra which is constructive

and elementary.

THEOREM. If A is a Banach function algebra on a compact metrizable space

X, then the set of peak points of A is dense in the Shilov boundary of A, i.e.,~g0(A,X) = T(A,X).

PROOF. It is sufficient to show that any neighbourhood An of a peak set Pq of

A contains a peak point of A.

If Pq is a peak set of A it is also a peak set of A, and so it contains a peak point pi

of A. Thus there exists fi G A such that /i(pi) = 1 and |/i| < 1 on A\ {p,}. Now

let Ai be a neighbourhood of p! such that N, C N0. Take ßi = max.x€X\N, l/i(x)|-

Then ßi < 1. Given c?i > 0 there exists gi G A such that ||<7i — /i||x < £i and

so |si(pi)| - |í7i(<7)| > 1 - 2ei - ßi for q G X \ Ni. By taking ei small enough so

that 1 -2ei -/?, > 0 we have |¡7i(c)| < |ffi(pi)| for q G X\Ni. Thus gi attains its

maximum modulus within Ai.

If go G A peaks on Pc,, then

\9o\ + Vi\9i\<l+m{ei+ßi)    onX\Ni

and

\9o(Pi)\ + ni(gi(pi)\ > 1 +r?,(l - e{)    for every r/, > 0.

Hence

lffo(Pi)|+»7i|ffi(Pi)|-|ffo|-»7i|ffi| >ni(l-2ei - ßi) >0    on A\A,.

Thus |g01 +Vi\gi| attains its maximum within Ai. Clearly we can find </>i (0 < 4>i <

2ir) such that Gi = go + riie^'gi attains its maximum modulus within Ni. In fact

||G, ||x - \Gi (q)\ >rh(l-2ei-ßi)>0    for q G X \ Ni.

Since Gi G A, the maximum set of Gi contains a peak point p2 G Ni of A and

so there exists f2 G A such that f2(p2) — 1 and I/2I < 1 on X \ {p2}. As before let

N2 be a neighbourhood of p2 such that N2 c Ni and take ß2 = maxxex\N2 l/2(x)|

so that ß2 < 1. For e2 > 0 small enough, there exists g2 G A which attains its

maximum modulus within N2. Given n2 > 0, as before we can construct G2 G A

such that G2 = go + nielrl" gl + n2el<i'2g2 attains its maximum modulus within N2

and

||G2||x - |G2(<7)| > n2(l -2e2-ß2)>0    for q G X \ N2.

Now we continue in this way to get a sequence of neighbourhoods {Nn}f such

that An Ç An_i (n = 1, 2,... ) and

G„ = go + Vie'4'1gi + --- + Vnel't'ngnG A
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attains its maximum modulus within Nn. Moreover for each n,

||Gn||x - |Gn(g)| > nn(l - 2en -/?„)> 0    for q G X \ Nn

and so ||G„||x > suvq€X\Nn \Gn(q)\ + nn(l - 2en - ßn).

Next take An = ||Gn||x ~ suPqex\Nn \Gn(ç)\ and define the sequence {¿>n}î°

by Sn = min{l/n,Ai,A2,...,A„} and g = g0 + Y^Li^n^^Qn by choosing nn

small enough such that this series is convergent in the norm of A. To show this let

g = Gn+Hn and suppose rji, n2,..., r¡k-i has been chosen so that Gi,G2,..., Gk-i

and hence Sk-i are determined and define r\k = <5fc-i/2fc||<?fc||- Since 6k < 6n for

k > n we have

||H„||x<||//„||<    £   Vk\\9k\\=   E   ^T^8"   E   2*<f«
fc=n+l k=n+l k=n+l

but 6n   —>   0 and so ||iîn||   ->   0, i.e., the series 2^°=i Vnel<>>"9n is convergent in
n—.oo n—*oo

norm of A. Therefore g G A.

Letp„ € An (n= 1,2,...) suchthat |G„(p„)| = ||G„||x- Then

\g(Pn)\ > \Gn(pn)\ - \Hn(pn)\ > \\Gn\\x - \\Hn\\x > \\Gn\\x ~ 6n/2

and so
\9(q)\<\Gn(q)\ + \Hn(q)\<    sup    \Gn(q)\ + \\Hn\\x

q€X\Nn

< \\Gn\\x - An+bn/2 < \\Gn\\x - Sn/2 < \g(pn)\

for q G X \ Nn. Therefore g attains its maximum modulus within Nn for each n

and so Mg = {x G X: \\g\\x = \g(x)\} Q f|^°=1 Nn. _

Since X is compact it has the finite intersection property and so H^Li Nn ^ 0.

If we choose the sequence {A„}J° in such a way that the diameter of Nn approaches

zero, then H^Li An must be a singleton and thus a peak point for A. This completes

the proof of the theorem.
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